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1. INTK~OU(;I‘I~N 
This paper discusses a new method for proving the existence of a stable 
closed trajectory for a class of autonomous ordinary differential equations 
in IX”. 
The most direct method for proving the stability of a closed trajectory I‘ 
is to calculate the Floquct multipliers of the variational equation along I‘ 
and to check that all but one of thcsc have modulus less than I. Normally 
this can be done only when I‘ has been located accurately. It requires con- 
siderable effort even with the help of a computer. This method is rarely 
used in qualitative studies where the closed trajectory cannot be located 
precisely. In certain cases when the closed trajectory lies within a small 
neighbourhood of a critical point, bifurcation theory provides a valuable 
method for proving stability (see [9, lj]). The stability conditions of this 
method can often be verified formally though it is very laborious to do so 
even for simple equations. 
A method of Borg [2] can prove the existence of a stable closed trajec- 
tory in a region without needing to locate it precisely. Although Sherman 
[20] succeeded in applying this method to a 3-dimensional equation its 
conditions arc normally too difficult to verify formally. A method 
developed by Cronin [3] can also prove the existence of a stable closed 
trajectory in a region without the need to locate it. The phase-asymptotic 
orbital stability which this method provides is a useful kind of stability for 
applications. However, Cronin’s condittons are complicated and normally 
rcquirc computer verification when the dimension of the equation exceeds 
2. Some other methods for proving orbital stability with the help of a 
computer are discussed in the survey of Li [ 12, Sect. 63. 
The method presented in this paper is often much easier to apply than all 
of the above methods. Its main idea is an extension of the stability aspect of 
the 2-dimensional Poincart: Bendixson theorem. This states that if the dif- 
ferential equation has no critical points in a plane annulus A and all orbits 
which meet the boundary curves of A cross them into A, then each orbit in 
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A converges to a closed trajectory and A contains al least one closed tra.jcc- 
tory which is orbitally stable (see [ 1, p. 3611). It is well-known that this 
result does not extend to all /2-dimensional equations. However. its con- 
vergencc aspect but not its stability aspect was cxtendcd in [2l] to two 
classes of n-dimensional equations. For one of these classes we now prove a 
new extension which asserts the existence of an orbitally stable closed tra- 
jectory. This orbital stability is also asymptotic if the differential equation is 
analytic. The main results are stated in Section 2 and proved in Sections 3 
and 4. 
A simple way to gcncralisc the plane annulus A is to take a solid torus D 
in W” the boundary surface of which is crossed inwards by all orbits of the 
differential equation that meet it. It is then natural to conjccturc that D 
contains either a closed trajectory or a critical point. However, this conjec- 
ture was shown to be false by Fuller [S] when IZ 3 4 and by SchweitLcr 
[ 19, p. 3881 when y1= 3. The Brouwer lixcd point theorem can bc used to 
prove the existence of at least one closed trajectory in D, provided that 
hypotheses are added which ensure that all orbits circulate round the torus 
and cut transversally some cross-section of it. This idea, called the forus 
principke, has been used in many applications (see [ 12, p. 9341). However, 
it provides no information about the stability of the closed trajectories in D 
and its complicated geometry makes it laborious to apply. Theorem 2 of 
the present paper yields a stable closed trajectory in the torus D by adding 
an analytical hypothesis instead of the geometrical assumptions of the torus 
principle. Theorem 3 is able to replace the torus by a spherical ball, thus 
making application easier. 
To illustrate its application the method is used to gain new information 
about some well-known problems. In Section 6 it is used to obtain suf- 
ficient conditions for Rauch’s equation to have a stable closed trajectory 
and no strange attractors. This 3-dimensional cyuation arises from a clcc- 
trical circuit involving a pcntode valve. Conditions for the exislcnce of at 
least one closed trajectory were obtained by Rauch [17] using the torus 
principle. For certain special casts Chin proved the uniqueness of the 
closed trajectory by reducing Rauch’s equation to a 2-dimensional equation 
(see [ 12. p. 9501). However, no general discussion of the stability question 
has been possible until now. 
In Section 7 the method is used to obtain suflicicnt conditions for the 
gencralizcd Goodwin equation to have at least one asymptotically stable 
closed trajectory and no strange attractors in the positive cone. This 
n-dimensional equation has been studied intensively because it pro\Jides a 
model for certain biochemical reactions within a cell (see [24]). Hastings, 
Tyson, and Webster [7] proved the existence of at least one closed trajec- 
tory by an ingenious application of the torus principle. A non-rigorous 
study by Rapp [ 161 suggests that a stable closed trajectory may exist for a 
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considerable range of parameter values. However, a rigorous discussion of 
this stability question has been possible only for parameter values close to 
the first bifurcation point (see [24, p. 321). 
The work in Section 7 can also be applied to a ?-dimensional equation 
arising from a ncuronal model for studying neural networks. Suflicient con- 
ditions for this equation to have at least one closed trajectory were 
obtained by an der Heidcn [S] using the torus principle. The present work 
shows that under the same conditions the equation has no strange atrrac- 
tot-s and at least one asymptotically stable closed trajectory. 
Let us consider the autonomous differential equation 
in which the function J’: S + R” satisfies a local Lipschitz condition in an 
open subset S of R”. If k E S and,f’(k)=O then k is a constant solution o! 
( 1) which is called a criticul poir?t (or singular point) of ( 1). The locus in S 
of a non-constant solution x(f) is called a trajectory (or orbit) of (1). If h is 
any real constant then .x( t + /z) is a solution of ( 1) which describes the same 
trajectory as the solution x(l). A non-constant solution -u(t) in S is periodic 
in I if and only if its trajectory is a simple closed curve. If a solution x(l) 
lies in S throughout t,, 6 I < X: then its locus I’ is called a .scmi-orhir of (1) 
beginning at .u(z,,). A point p in :W” is called an w-limit point of 1’ if there 
exists a sequence I,[,,) c [to, CC) such that t, -+ + >X and x(t,.)-+ p as 
i’ + IX. The set of all w-limit points of I’ is denoted by sZ(I-‘). 
Rirkhofrs version of the Poincare Bcndixson theorem states that if 17 = 2 
and (I) has no critical points in a bounded cl-limit set -Q(r) c S then {2(f-‘j 
consists of a single closed trajectory. This result does not extend to all dif- 
fcrential equations with II > 2 but it can be extended to the special class of 
equations which satisfy the following hyfpothcsis: 
(L-1 I ). There exist positive real constants i.. c and a constant real sym- 
metric non-singular n x n matrix P? with exactly two negative cigenvalues, 
such that 
(x-j’)* P[f’(x)-,f(y)+i(x- j:)]< -i:!.u-# 
for all .x, y in S. 
(3) 
Here (x - J)* and 1 s - J! 1 denote the transpose and cuclidean norm of 
the vector .x’ -- 1;. For the case IZ > 2 it was proved in [21, Theorem 3j that 
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if (1) satisfies (Hl) and has no critical points in a bounded cAirnit set 
Q(I) c S then Q(T) consists of a single closed trajectory. This result will be 
referred to as the extended PoincnrC Bcndi.uson theoretn even though it says 
nothing about stability. 
If r > 0 and (1) has a closed trajectory I-;, c S let X(r, r,,) denote the 
neighbourhood consisting of all points of W” which lit within a distance I
of I’,,. Then I-;, is orbitally stable if for each c > 0 there exists 6(c) > 0 such 
that every solution I with .c(t,) E M(cS(c), I;,) satislics ,x(t) E S n N(c:, I ‘“) 
throughout l,, d I -C CC. If, in addition. there esists tf >O such that 
Q(I’)=f,, for every semi-orbit /‘CV(q, I;,) then I;, is said to be 
asytnptotically orbitally stable. When this is so. I;, is also an isolated 
periodic orbit. We now prove the following converse result: 
THEOREM 1. Suppose thut (1 ) sutisjks (H 1) md has II closed rrqjector~ 
I ;, c S which is both isolated and orhitall~ stable. Tlwn r,, is as.~wytoticull~. 
orbitmlly .slahk. 
To prove this it is sufficient to show that if I-,, is orbitally stable but not 
asymptotically orbitally stable then I’(, is a non-isolated periodic orbit. If 
r,, is orbitally stable but not asymptotically orbitally stable then each 
ncighbourhood N(E, f,) includes a scrni-orbit f such that Q(I) # I-,,. If c is 
sufficiently small then N(E, r,,) contains no critical points and ;ti(c, r,,) c S. 
When this is so, O(r) consists of a single closed trajectory f;, by the extcn- 
ded Poincare-Bendixson theorem. Hence I ‘,, is non-isolated bccausc each 
m(c. r,,) includes at least one closed trajectory 1; # f,,. This establishes 
Theorem I. 
Now consider equations which also satisfy the following hypothesis. 
(H2). There exists a bounded open subset D of R” with closure ITi c S 
such that its boundary ;D is crossed inwards by all orbits of (1) which 
meet it. 
More precisely, this means that if a solution x(t) of (1) has x(t,,) E ?/I then 
x(t)~Dforall~~r,,andthereexistst,>t,,suchthatx(r)~~forallt>t,. 
In particular this ensures that there arc no critical points of (I ) in LD. 
An important case in which (H2) holds is that when S= R” and ( I ) is 
dissipative. We say that (1) is diwpntice if there exist a constant b > 0 and 
a function r: (0, ,x) + (0. x ) such that every solution x( 1) with j x( I,,) 1 < p 
exists throughout to d t < EC and satisfies I.u( t) I < h for all t > I, + t(p). If 
WC choose any y > /7 and let D be the union of all semi-orbits which begin 
in the ball )x 1 < p lhcn 1) is a bounded open set which satisfies (H2). 
We say that f’(x) is anaf?~/ic in S if each point xg in S has a 
neighbourhood throughout which .flx) can be cxprcsscd as the sum of an 
absolutely convergent multiple power series in the coordinates of the vector 
X- .Y~!. The following result is proved in Section 4: 
In the special case when 11 is a solid torus. this theorem is an cxtensloo 
of the annular version of the Poincark- Bcndixson theorem. In the general 
case, the topology of D is restricted by the hypothesis that D contains to 
critical points of (1 ). For example, if D is an open spherical ball which 
satrsfics (H2) then the Brouwer fixed point theorem shows that D contains 
at least one critical point of (I ). So Theorem 2 could not be used in th:s 
case. Since this cast frequently occurs in practice we need to modif;~ 
Theorem 2 so as to allow f‘(s) to have a critical point in II. The fo!lowing 
modified result is also proved in Section 4: 
In Theorems 2 and 3 only the statements about stability are new. Thci: 
other statements overlap [21, Theorem 3; 22, Corollary 6.11. An obvious 
implication of Theorems 2 and 3 is that D contains no strange attractors. 
hr, asymptotically orbitally stable closed trajectory is considered to he 
observable in a physical or biological system described by (1) but this may 
not be so for a closed trajectory which is mereiy orbitall! stabie. in rhe 
non-analytic cast, Theorem 1 shows that the stable closed trajectory givzrl 
by Theorems 2 and 3 can fail to be asymptotically orbitally stable only if it 
is non-isolated. Eric [4] made a deeper study of the 2-dimensional Poin- 
car& Bcndixson theorem in the case when some closed iraiectorics are nc~~ 
isolated. His results extend in a natural way to n-dimensional cquanions 
which satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3 but a discussion of this has been 
omitted for the sake of brevity. 
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If i, is the positive constant in (HI ) then a solution x(t) of (1) is said to 
be amcnuhle if there exists z in R such that x(t) E S for - YX < t d T and 
converges. An amcvzable orbit is the locus in S of an amenable solution. If 
x(t) is amenable and 12 is any real constant then the solution s(t + h) is also 
amenable and describes the same amenable orbit as x(l). Any solution in S 
which is bounded in ( -w, r] is obviously amenable. In particular, every 
periodic solution in S is amenable. 
A closed trajectory f, c S is said to bc amcnuhl~ stuhlc if for each I: > 0 
there exists ij(~) >O such that every amenable solution x(t) with X(I”)E 
N(6(s), To) satisfies x(t) E S n M(c, I;,) throughout l0 d t < nc. Amenable 
stability is sometimes easier to verify than orbital stability because it only 
concerns a small class of solutions. This might suggest that amenable 
stability is weaker than orbital stability but the following result shows that 
it is not so: 
This result is proved in Section 3 and then Theorems 2 and 3 are 
deduced from it in Section 4. Since these proofs arc intricate, readers whose 
main interest is in applications may wish to proceed immediately to 
Section 5. 
3. AMENABLY S'TABILTTY 
Before beginning the proof of Theorem 4 we recall some basic facts used 
in [22, Sect. 31. For all x in R” define V(x) = x*Yx, where P is the matrix 
in (2). When x, y in (2) arc replaced by solutions X,(I): x2(t) of (1). it gives 
(zl!dt)[e*“’ V(x,(t)-.x,(t))] d -2uJit 1x,(1)-x2(1)1*: 
provided that xl(t), x,(t) E S. lntcgration of this gives 
provided that s,(t), x2(t) ES for 0 d t d r. If amenable solutions x,(t): 
x2(t) E S for -x~x;t<~ then (4) holds for all 062 and PIx,(t)J, 
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C” l-‘~~(t)l both belong to L2( -CC? z). Then L2( -:o, t) contains 
&’ Ix,(t)--u,(l)1 and therefore ixr(fI,.)-x,(0,,)\ exp(i0,)-+0 for some 
sequence ICI,} such that 8, -+ - nc as I’-+ r,. Putting O- 0, in (4) and 
making v -+ ,x WC get 
for each pair of amenable solutions s,(t), I,. 
Since the matrix P in (2) has 2 negative cigenvalues cigenvalues and 
n - 2 positive eigenvalucs there exists an invertible real n x n matrix M such 
that M*YM= diag( -1, -1, 1, l...., 1). The quadratic form V(s) is 
therefore rcduccd to the canonical form V(x) = Y2 --X2 by the substitution 
s = M col(X, Y) with XE R2: YE E?” ‘. Let /7: A” + R’ bc the linear 
mapping such that (I,u = X for x in I!%“. Since 1 :M ‘I 1” = X’ +- Y2: wc get 
C’(x)+21n~-(2=;,~~-‘x!‘~!nx12, for .Y E ‘9” I . (6) 
With u--x,(l) -,~,(t), this and (5) give 
2 in(X,(T)- X:(t))\“> Ilid ‘(X1(‘C--X2(T))(2 
3 iLf(.s,(T) -xT(Tj)i2: (7, 
when amenable solutions I,, x?(t) ES for -,x8 < t < z. 
Tf h, k arc positive constants, the amenable solutions x1(/ - h), x1(/ - kj 
lit In S throughout -zo < t < t and can therefore replace x!(r), x2(f) in (7). 
This implies that if I-, , rr are the amenable orbits described by x,(t)? x,(t) 
then 
for all 17, E I‘: and all pz E 1.2. If the plane curves 17f‘i. I7l’: intersect then 
l7p, = 17p2 for some p,, p2. Then (8) gives p! = p:! and therefore I-, = I’?. 
It follows that if I‘, , I-, are distinct amenable orbits then the plane curves 
17r,, 17r, arc disjoint. Also III-, intersects itself if and only if I-! is :t 
periodic orbit. 
Similarly, (5) shows that for distinct amenable orbits I‘,: Tz in S we 
have IQ, --p2) < 0 for all z), E rl and all J>~ E I’,. In particular this is true 
for distinct periodic orbits rl, i’, in S. Then f‘, , .f-‘2 are compact sets dnd 
V(p: - p2) has a negative maximum value --A( rl. r,). That is, 
where I’, : I ‘2 are distinct periodic orbits in S. 
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Proof of Theorem 4. This proof deduces a contradiction by assuming 
that Theorem 4 is false. That is, we suppose that S contains a closed trajec- 
tory r, which is amenably stable but not orbitally stable. Throughout the 
proof we consider only values of c > 0 which are so small that the closure 
of the ncighbourhood N(r:, I;,) contains no critical points and lies wholly in 
S. Then its boundary 8M(c, r,) is a cornpact subset of S. 
Since 70 is not orbitally stable it follows that for all small ;: > 0 and all 
integcrsj> 0 there exist a solution ~,(t, c) and a number I,(E) > 0 such that 
x,(0, E) E AV(C, I;), .Y,( -t,, I;) E N(,j- I: I‘,), and .\‘,(I, 8) E N(E, r,,) for 
-I, d I ~0. For lixed c >O we have I,(C) ---f cc: asj-, ,CC because a solution 
which begins very close to I;, must remain close to I;, for a long time. 
Since &V(E, r,,) is compact the sequence {s,(O, E)) has a limit point I(c) in 
(:N(E, r,,). By choosing a suitable subsequence wc can s~~pposc that 
x,(0: r:) -+ l(c) as i+ x. 
Let u(t, c) denote the solution of (1) having ~(0, E) = I(C). If u( t, C) E S 
throughout some interval --5 < t < 0 then x,(1: R) + u(t, I:) pointwise in 
[-z,O] as j+;r,. Since x,(l, E) E N(R, f-,) for all large j WC have 
u(t, c) E N(e. 7 b) for -T < t d 0. This shows that when the solution u(t, I:) is 
continued backwards it can never leave the set X(C. r,). It therefore 
remains in w(t:, r,,) throughout -X < I 6 0. That is. u( t, C) is an amenable 
solution such that 
lim ~~(0, E) = ~(0. c) E c:‘N(e, 1i,). (10) , * x 
If A,, is the amenable orbit described by z/(1, c) then its z-limit set A(A,) 
consists of all p in R” for which there exists a sequence I(j),) such that 
u(l),., E)-+ p and 0,. --) -x’ as v --b x. Since u(l. I:) E :V( C. r(,) for 
-,cc: <t ,<O we have A(A,.) c IV(C, 7;). It is well-known that A(A,) is a 
closed invariant set. That is, every orbit of (I) which meets A(A,) lies 
wholly within it. Since A(A,) is compact. every orbit z’ in A(A,) is 
amenable and its w-limit set Q(C) cA(A,). Since there are no critical 
points in IV(c, A,,) the set C?(X) consists of a single closed trajectory r, by 
the extended Poincar& Bcndixson theorem. Then rz c. A(A,) c m(t;. A,,). 
If A(A,) contained a point of r,, then the closed trajectory J;, would not 
bc amenably stable because (IO) shows thal the amenable orbit A,, leaves 
N(t:, I;,) at the point ~(0, c). Since we have assumed that I-, is amenably 
stable. the sets r,, and A(A,:) must bc disjoint. Hence :V(c: r,,) contains a 
closed trajectory f, # I;. Since this is true for all small R > 0 the closed tra- 
jectory r,, is non-isolated and 17rc + 771’(, as c -+ 0. The disjoint simple 
closed plant curves 7lr,,, 77f-,, therefore lie one inside the other when t: is 
small. 
From this family of plane curves { 771, ‘, WC can choose a pair of disjoint 
curves r;rl,, 771; such that I7r, and l/r, lie on opposite sides of the sim- 
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pie closed curve Ml-.,,. Since A, is an amenable orbit such that fC z Ai.4 ,.i. 
?he plane curve 777n, does not intersect 77fl, but Lies on the same side of ir 
as dots 71rd.. That is, 7Zr,] separates 77/l, from 77f ‘(). Since ~(0, I:) E LI, the 
curve 777., separates 77u(O, I:) from 77f;,. Since ~(0, I:) = lim x,(0, I:) and 
.u,( --t,, r) E N(j ‘: I‘,,) there exists an integer jr >O such that IIT, 
separates 77.~,(0, C) from 77x,(-t,, cj for all j>,jI. As ? increases from --I! 
!o 0 the point /7x,(t, I:) moves continuously in the plant from one side of 
the simple closed curve 777,, to the other. Hcncc: 
fZ.u,,(rr,. I:)E 111‘,) for some C, in ( -I,, 0) when ,/ > ,ji . (I!! 
Since 7’(,, I ‘,{ are distinct closed trajectories m 5’: (9) gives 
qp, -- 17:) f -AtI;,, f’,J <o for all p, E I;,, all pz E 7;. 
Since s,( -t;: I:) E .V( j ‘: I-‘(,) the point x,( -i,, C) lies near some point ,3! of 
I ‘b, when j is large. Hcncc there exists j? such that 
If x(r) is the periodic solution describing 7W,I: this gives 
Y(.S,( -I,. I:) -- y(h - t,)j < -i A(i;,, /‘;( j 
<o for all k E R. ,i > j2. 
Putting .~,(?)=.y,(t. ::): x,(f)=y(ft/z), O= --!, in (4) we !hen get 
V(S,(T, t;) - Jj? + 17)) < 0 for .-I, < T d 0. 17 Ea: ,j > jz 
Putting .Y = .Y,(T. C) -- ~(t + 71) in (6) we then get 
for --T, < ‘: < 0, 71 ER. j> j2. Since UJ:(~ + 71) describes the curve 77T,j as h 
varies over R, this ensures that 77~,(t. E) 4 771‘,( for -t, < z < 0 when .7 > (.;. 
Since this contradicts (11 ), Thcorcm 4 is established. 
4. I’ROOF OF TIEOKEMS 2 h%D 3 
When (1) satisfies (H 1) WC define the utn~nuhfe set OK to be the union of 
all amenable orbits of ( I ) in S. Then (8) shows that the restricted mapping 
77: ‘It ---f 77% is a homeomorphism of 91 onto the plane set 77%. if 
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In: 7791+ ti is the inverse mapping of this homeomorphism then (8) shows 
that 
for all c,, r2 in 1791. 
If x(t) satisfies (1) and c(r) = 77-~(t) then c/Q&= 77 LAY/& because /7: 
R” -+ R” is linear. This shows that if x(t) is amenable then i(t) is a solution 
of the 2-dimensional differential equation 
The right-hand side of this equation satisiics a local Lipschit/, condition in 
77% because 77 is linear. ,f(~) is locally Lip in S, and 4 satislies ( 12). 11 is 
shown in [22: p. 2241 that the only critical points of (13) are those of the 
form 7X, where h- is a critical point of (1 ). 
If r is an amenable orbit of (1) in S then the plant curve 177‘ is an orbit 
of the flow on 77% delined by ( 13 ). Conversely, every orbit of ( 13) in U’lI is 
of this form. If 7, is a closed trajectory of (1) in S then 171.,, is a closed lra- 
jectory of (13). For each closed trajectory 777-,,. one and only one of the 
following four statcmcnts holds: 
(i) them exists an amenable orbit I’ of (I) such that III-’ lies inside 
/71;, and 77r approaches IIT,, spirally as t -+ -- X; 
(ii) there exists an amenable orbit r of (1) such that ffr lies inside 
IIT;, and 771‘ approaches 77f,, spirally as t --f + rx;: 
(iii) there exists a sequence of closed trajectories (7,) of (1) such 
that every Rr, lies inside I77;, and 771,. -+ 777(, as I’ -+ <CC; 
(iv) 77Z;, is a boundary curve of a plant annulus W inside 777;, such 
that H’n 777’ is empty for every amenable orbit r of ( I ). 
We say that 7;) is internally unstable if (i) holds and intwzal/~ Ttuhk if 
(ii) or (iii) or (iv) holds. When the word “inside” in (i)-(iv) is replaced by 
-‘outside” they become another set of four mutually exclusive statements. In 
that case TO is said to bc exterrd~ stuhle if (ii) or (iii) or (iv) holds. Since 
the mapping 77: ‘9 -+ 77?1 is homcomorphic we deduce immediately the 
following lemma: 
LEMMA 1. !f‘ ITo is both internullq: and ccternull~~ stufde then r, is 
aincnahl~ stuhlc~. 
By combining this lemma with Theorem 4 we obtain a simple method for 
finding orbitally stable closed trajectories. In practice, it turns out to bc not 
so simple because we know very little about the topological structure of the 
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set Z791. However, this difficulty will be overcome with the help of Zorn’s 
lemma. 
Suppose that (1) satisfies both (HI) and (H2). For each p in D let x(t; p) 
denote the solution of (1) having x(0. p) = p. Then ~(t. p) E n for all : >G 
and x(t, p) E D for all sufficiently large 1. For each T > 0 let 7-, : D -+ n be 
the translation mapping defined by TC p = X(T, 13) for all p in fi. Then %: f> 
is compact and Tifi c 11 for suflicicntly large T. Let K- n ?,D taken over 
all z > 0. Then K is a non-empty compact invariant subset of D. F’urther- 
more K is the largest invariant subset of r?i and therefore K includes ever) 
closed trajectory in 11. -Also KC MI because very orbit in K is bounded and 
t hcreforc amenable. 
In the case when 11 contains a critical point k the unstable manifold ii, 
through k is 2-dimensional by (3). Then i,Tc: KC 31 because U is an 
mvariant subset of 11. .Also IIU is an open subset of ;R’ because U: 
?I --+ INI is homeomorphic. II K,, = K-- i7 then k $ K,, and ITK,, =: 
! UK) -- (ITLI) is a compact subset of R’ because UK is compact and I%I: 1s 
open. Then K,, = II,( 17K,,) is a compact subset of Fi” because $1 n?I -+ \II Is 
conCnuous. Since all orbits in L tend to k as t + - CC, none of these is a 
closed tra.jectory. Hcncc K,, includes every closed trajectory in 11. 
In order to prove Theorems 2 and 3 simultaneously we define K,, = K In 
the case when D contains no critical point. Then in both cases there is no 
critical point in the compact invariant set kl,, and KU includes every closed 
trajectory in D. Since K,, is compact, KC, 2 Q(z‘) for every orbit XC K,,. 
Since there is no critical point in Koz the set Q(Xj is a closed trajectory sy 
the evtendcd Poincari: Bendixson theorem. That is, K,, includes at least one 
closed trajectory. 
IT closed trajectories r,: rz c K,, we define the relation I’, d r? to mean 
that either I ‘, = I ,I or Jli’, lies inside the simple closed plane c~&ve TT1’z. 
This relation defines a partial ordering of the set Q of all closed trajectories 
of (1) ill K,. A subset C; of ‘3 is called a chain if either I’, < I-, or i’; < 1.‘; 
for each pair I‘, , f-‘> in Q. If there exists I ‘1, in ‘$3 such that I 4-< r,J for all 
J-(, in G then r,J is called an upper bound of a. Similarly jr, in ‘D is a lower 
bou~ld of c if I‘, < f 1, for all I-<, in 2. Zorn’s lemma 16. p. 621 states thai if 
every chain in ‘@ has an upper bound then ‘@ contains at least one maximal 
element X such that 2‘ 4 I’ for every I‘fZ ic $. Zorn’s lemme also 
implies that if every chain in $13 has a lower bound then $ contains at leas, 
ow minimal element .1 such that I’ 4 ,1 for every Ti; n in +$, To luse thi,< 
WC need the following lemma: 
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curve 77rT, for each r, in $4. Then E, c I?,) if and only if f, 6 r,]. LIeline 
L = fl E, and G = u E,, taken over all I’, in D. Since il. is a chain we have 
either E, c E,j or Ea c E, for all I’,: r,, in c?. This ensures that L is a non- 
empty closed set and that G is a simply connected open set. The compact 
set JIK, includes their boundaries ?I,. ZG because 777, c J7K,, for all I-, in 
1. Then Q(i?L), d,(c?G) are compact subsets of K,,. 
If ?L meets some curve 77r, with f, in E then ZL = r/J, and J’, is a 
lower bound of 1. If CL meets no such curve 777; then each point 77 in c:IL 
is a limit point of closed trajectories 77f, of (13) and p lies inside all these 
curves. If 77Y is the orbit of (13) through p then every point of f//Y is a 
limit point of closed trajectories JJJ’, and f7Y. lies inside all !hesc curves. 
Hence 77Y c c7L. That is: ?L is a compact invariant set of (13) and 
thcreforc d(?J.) is a compact invariant se! of ( 1 ). Then &a/,) 1 Q( Y) for 
each orbit Y c: d,(GL). Since $(BL) c K,,, there is no critical point in Q(Y) 
and the extended Poincare -Bendixson theorem shows that it is a closed 
trajectory 7,. Then JIJ; c ZL and 77I; lies inside cvcry curve J7J-,< with I ‘? 
in 2. That is I’, is a lower bound of 0. Also r, is externally stable because 
every point of JJJ’, is a limit point of closed trajectories 7Zf, of (13). 
A similar argument shows that tither (?G =77f, for some J1z in G or 
L7G = 777’,, where 77f,, is a closed trajectory of (13) such that E,, contains 
every curve JIJ, with 7, in 1. Then I-, is an upper bound of 1. This 
completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
LI::MMA 3. $4 c0ntuin.r an e.~temully stat&~ closed trqjwtory. 
Proc$ Since each chain in ‘$3 has an upper bound, Zorn’s lemma shows 
that $J! contains a maximal elcmcnt X. If ,,X’ is externallv stable, Lemma 3 is 
valid. If 2‘ is not externally stable then there exists an amenable orbit 7’ 
such that 77/’ lies outside 77.X and approaches 171 spirally as I + -- Y-. 
Then 7’ does not tend to the critical point k in D as I --* - zc. If U is the 
unstable manifold through k this ensures that 7-n G is empty and thercforc 
7’~ K,, = K- U. Hence K,, 3 Q(r) and the cxtcndcd Poincarc-Bcndixson 
theorem shows that O(r) is a closed trajectory Y: Since 77f cannot cross 
itself we have IJIY # 77Z: That is: 77Y lies outside 77Z-. Also 77C does not lit 
inside f7Y because 2‘ is a maximal clement of ‘$3. That is, 772 and 77Y lit 
outside each other and thercforc 771’ approaches the outside of 77Y spirally 
as t -+ + x;. Hcncc Y is an externally stable closed trajectory in <J-K This 
establishes Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. ‘Q contuins an orhitrrlly .stul~l~~ clowd trajt?ctory. 
ProojI If ?$J,, denotes the set of all externally stable closed trajectories in 
$Q then $4, is not empty by Lemma 3. By Lemma 2, each chain I c ‘q,, has 
a lower bound 7, in ‘4s. By Lemma 2, we can suppose that I-, E ‘p, because 
+Qi?,, contains every externally stable closed trajectory. Then each chain in ‘;J,, 
has a lower bound in ?$I,, and Zorn’s lemma shows that +,, contains a 
minimal element A c. 
We now prove that A, is internally stable. If we suppose this false then D 
contains an amenable orbit I‘ such that l7[- approaches the inside of AA’,. 
spiraliy as I+ -XC. 4s in Lemma 3, Q(r) c K,! and therefore Q(/‘) is a 
cioscd trajectory U, by the extended Poincare-Bcndixson theorem. Then 
ITY-(, lies inside DA, dncl I71-. approaches the outside of IIY,, spirally as 
I -+ i-.x. That is, J’, is cxtcrnally stable, Y,, d A,, and 1’:. f -4,. This con- 
tradicts the fact that A, is a minimal elcmcnt of ‘$(,. The contradiction 
proves that A, is internally stable. It is also cxtcrnally stable because 
A,, E %(>. Then .,1,, is amenably stable by Lemma I and orbitaily stable b: 
Theorem 4. This establishes Lemma 4. 
The proof of this non-trivial lemma is omitted because it is the same a~ 
that given for [21, Lemma 6 and 71. 
tt follows from Lemma 5 that if a semi-orbit I- in 11 does not fend to ic as 
! + -+-x:. then Q(l’) contains no critical points and is thcreforc a closed 
trajectory by the cxtcndcd Poincare -Bendixson theorem. In the special case 
whcnJ’(,u) is analytic in S. a known result states that there is only a finitt: 
number of closed trajetories in D (see 122. Corollary 6. I I). Each of them is 
therefore isolated. The closed trajectory given by Lemma 4 is then 
asymptotically orbitally stable by Theorem 1. This completes the proof of 
Theorems 2 and 3. 
This section describes how the hypotheses (Hl) and (H2) may be 
vcriticd for differential equations written in the form 
;; = Ax + H@( Cc). 
Here A, II. C are constant real matrices of types n x 12. )I x r7 and .Y x Y. 
respectively, and Q(r) is a continuous function from R” into R’. If SC R” 
and CS- (Cx: s E S} then CS c R’. Suppose that them exists a constant 
A (CS) 3 0 such that 
I@(<,)--@(<2)l <it, --&I A(CSj, for all i,, c2 in CS. (,15i 
Let ) Ki denote the spectral norm of any r x s matrix K. That is, / K I? is the 
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largest eigenvalue of the symmetric matrix K*K. Tu the special case when 
CS is convex and Q)(t) is continuously differcntiablc in C’S with I’ x s 
Jacobian matrix W(c), the inequality (15) is equivalent to A(CS) 3 1 Q’(t) ( 
in CS. 
The I’X.F matrix Z(L)= C(zI- A) ‘B, called the transfer matrix of (15), 
is defined for all complex z with det(zZ-- A) # 0. If A has no eigenvalucs z
with re z = -i we can define 
p(i) = sup (x(ic~ - i) I for -.zYz <w < + zc. (16) 
The following lemma is a special case of a result proved in [23, 
Thcorcm 101. 
The explicit computation of P is not required in order to USC 
Thcorcms 1 -4 in practice. It is only necessary to know that P exists. This is 
just what Lemma 6 provides. Tn the special cast when r = s = 1 Lemma 6 
can bc usefully restated as a circle criterion but this is not used in the 
present paper (see [23, Thcorcm I 1 ] ). 
Tn the special cast when S= R” a simple way to verify (H2) is to show 
that (14) is dissipative. General conditions for this are discussed in [ 18. 
p. 451. Here we mention only a result of Pliss [ 14, p. 421. This states that a 
sufficient condition for (15) to bc dissipative is that there exists a constant 
real r x .s matrix 1, such that 
121 ’ [#(s’,-L<] -to as I<I+x, 
and rc z < 0 for all eigenvalues z of the matrix A + BLC. 
(17 
Consider the set of three real differential equations 
(18) 
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in which a, h, C, a’ are positive constants and the function g: R + R is con- 
tinuous. Rauch [17] showed that this equation describes the current flow 
in a certain circuit containing a pcntode valve. Then g(t) is obtained from 
the relation between the grid voltage and anode current of the valve. it is 
approximately of the form ‘q(t) = M tanh ICY, where 34, K arc positive con- 
stants. Using the torus principle Rauch proved that (18) has at least one 
closed trajectory in R” provided that g(r) satisfies the following hypotheses: 
(ij (g(<jl <MC :x, and tSq(<)>O for all &“Ck 
(ii) d - 9.7~ -- Su -- 2.4uh > 4.61: sup( g(s )!c j for ail < # 0; 
(iii! g(<) is diffcrentiablc at 0 with g’(0) > p, where 
p=(2u) ‘[.c+d+2a(l +I,,-(4ahc+(d--(,)‘)“1. (19; 
Here p > 1 because (c + d+ 2~lh)~ >4~1~ + (rl-- c)‘. It is evident that (ii’!. 
and (iii) imply that LI, b, C, d satisfy the inequality 
d --- 9.7~ - Sa - 2.4~1~ > 4.6~7~. (20) 
Rauch’s method does not prove the existence of a stable closed trajectory 
and does not cxcludc the possibility that (18 j might have non-periodic 
rccurrcnt orbits. To discuss these questions we need g(c) to satisfy different 
hypotheses. Let us define 
It is easily shown that I/> 0. Now suppose that there exists a constant t’> !I 
such that 
for all real t , , rz satisfying 5, # < 2, where p is given by (19). In the special 
case when g(c) is differentiable this reduces to 
p+q-r:~,o’(r)~p--y+c, for all real <. 
The following theorem will be proved: 
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!f g(t) i-s continlcously dijf~ crcntiuhI~~ in sonw neighhourhood of’ 0 wirh 
g’(O) > p > I then euc*h semi-orbit of (I 8) wnwrgcs c4thpr to u criticul point 
or to u closed trqjectmy us t -+ -FCC und (18) bus ut leust one closec~ trqjec- 
tory which is orhitully stuhl~. If; in addition, g(t) is unulytic in of: theme ( 18) 
has only II ,fblitc~ nundwr oJ’ closed trujcctorics and ut kust OHC of these is 
u.syinptotirwll~~ orhilully .rtubIe. 
For each set of positive values of u, b, c: d there exist functions a(<) 
which satisfy all the hypotheses of Theorem 5. So this result does not 
restrict cl, 6, c, d in the way that (20) does. However, if g(c) satisfies (22) 
and 1 g(t) ) < :I4 < :XZ for all < then y > p must hold. ‘I‘hc condition q > p 
can thcrcforc be rcgardcd as an analogue of Rauch’s condition (20). With 
some effort it can be proved that y > p for all positive a, h. C, d which 
satisfy (20). That is. Theorem 5 is applicable to more circuits than is 
Rauch’s theorem. Here wc illustrate this fact only in the special cast when 
LI = c < d and B is small. Then the condition y > p reduces to d> 5.83a and 
(20) reduces to d>23.%1 because 1~ + 2 and q + [(d:a)’ 2- I]‘. 
Proof of’ Thwrm 5. Theorem 5 can be dcduccd from Theorem 3 if we 
verify that (18) satisfies all its hypotheses. In order to use Lemma 6 WC 
rewrite (1X) in the form (14) with 
C= (1: 0. 0), and (D(t)= g(c)-~5. In this cast I’=,~= I and the rx.s 
matrix z(z)= C(J-A) ‘B reduces to a scalar of the form x(z)= 
az(z + d)/det(zl- A). Also 
det(zf - .4) =? + pz’ + n-7 + ahcd where p=d+a(l +/T-/J) 
and o=d[c+u(l +/7-p)]. Then (19) gives 
2p = (4NlK + (d- c)*)‘:? + d- (‘. 
21/-‘o=(4ahr*+ (d-c)2)“‘+c--d. 
This shows that p, cr>O and po =ukd. Hence, 
(24) 
det(zf- A) = (Z + p)(z2 + G), 
uz(z + d) 
AZ)= (z+p)(=‘+G)’ (25) 
The constant p in (19) was chosen to ensure this factorization. 
If 0 < E. < p then A satisfies the first hypothesis of Lemma 6 because two 
of the cigenvalues + io”“, -p of A lit in the half plant rc z > -;I and the 
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other has rc Z-C -i. Hecause the number p(;j in (16) is diilicult to 
cAxlate explicitly we will make an overestimate of il in order to verify the 
second hypothesis of Lemma 6. When 0 < i < p and ; = irk -- i. WC have 
(26) 
WC now aim lo minimisc the right-hand side of (26) by choosing ;i 
suitable R in (0, /j). From (24) WC get 
2(p - LI) = 
4&+ (d-c)‘-- (d+ C)’ -_. 
(4u/x+ (rl- c)‘)’ 2 + d-t c !J + C 
(27) 
When rl> p we have d> ah by (27). Then (21) gives 
q=u- ‘Ld”-(rt--jJ)“12<N !,I 
Putting ;. = C/I ‘p: [LI’ 2 + (d- [I)“‘] in (26) we also get 
Iil(io--.)Ida[d”-jd-p)“1 ‘-q-‘, 
When rid p we have L1’< ah by (27). Then (21) gives 
$=(2(l) -‘(d+/J)<u-‘[J. 
Putting i. = f (cl+ p) in (26) wc also gel 
Ix(ic!-i)l <2u(d+p)---! =q ‘. 
Howcvcr. in the special case cl= p this vaiuc i. = + (rl+ /J) does no1 satisfi 
0~ 2 -C/J. In this case WC put i.=d- i ut: in (26): where z is the small 
positive constant in (22). Then 
In all casts WC therefore have 
q<u ‘p, (q-+c) ‘>,sup I;c(icrJ-j.)l=~l~(i): (28, 
for some i. in (0, p). Since @(r) = g(i) - p<, (22) is equivalent to (15) with 
A = q - I:: C‘S = R. Then /I < p(%) ’ by (28 j. This enables us to deduce 
from Lemma 6 that ( 18) satisfies (Hl ). 
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We now prove that (18) is dissipative. Since CD(<)= g(t)- p<, (23) is 
equivalent to (17) with L = I- p. Also, (25) gives 
dct(zI- (A + &CC)) = (I - %(z)L) det(zZ- A), 
= (z+p)(22+O)-LIZ(r+d)L. (29) 
The Routh-Hurwitz criterion [13, p. 1411 states that rc z ~0 for all roots 
of all cubic polynomials zi + az2 + ,!Iz + ;! with real cocflicients satisfying 
r > 0, CY,$ >y > 0. Applying this to (29) we deduce that re z < 0 for all eigen- 
values z of A + BLC provided that p > al-, uL(d(aL -p) - CI) > 0. This 
obviously holds if 0 > 1, = I- p. The hypothesis p > 1 of Theorem 5 
therefore ensures that (18) is dissipative. Hence (18) satisfies (H2) for some 
bounded open subset D of [I;p” which can be chosen to include any 
prescribed spherical ball. 
The only critical point of (18) is k =col(O, .- y(O), g(0)). When (18) is 
rewritten in the form (14) its Jacobian matrix at this critical point is J(k) = 
A + B@‘(O)C, where CD’(O) =g’(O) - p. Replacing L by (D’(O) in (29) we get 
det(zl-J(k)) = (z + p)(z’ + a) - LIZ(Z + u’) G’(0). (30) 
It is well-known (see [ 13. p. 1411) that if a cubic polynomial 
z1 + rz’ + pz + 7 has real cocficients satisfying 7 > 0, 7 > z/1 then it has two 
roots z with rc z > 0 and one root z with re z < 0. Applying this to (30) WC 
deduce that ./(li) has two cigenvalues z with rc z P=- 0 and one cigenvaluc z 
with rc z < 0 provided that u@‘(O)[Ll’(a@‘(O) - p) -n] < 0. This holds when 
O’(0) > 0 because (15) and (28) also give 1 G’(O) 1 ,< n = q --c < LI- ‘p. Since 
G’(O) = g’(O) - p, the hypothesis g’(O) > p of Theorem 5 therefore ensures 
that the critical point k satisfies (3). 
WC have now verified that (I 8) satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 3. 
From this the conclusion of Theorem 5 follows at once. 
7. BIOIMXAI. EQUATIONS 
This section concerns the n-dimensional equation 
CiX, 
-= 
dt 
g(x,,) - K,X, ) 55 = x,, , 
fit 
- K,.X,, (I! = 2,...> n), (31 ) 
in which I<,,..., K,# are positive constants and the continuous function g: 
[w --, [Fs is continuously differentiable in (0, CC) with 
di’) + 0 as <-+ +oc, (32) 
0 > g’(<) > -17 for O<<<:C, (33) 
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where h is a constant. In the case g(t) = (I -t- ( < / “) ’ with constant p > i 
these conditions hold if (4ph)“> (p- 1)” ‘(p+ 1)” i ‘. Tn this case (31) 
provides a model for certain biochemical reactions concerned with protein 
synthesis (see [24: p. 111). Then x,...., .xn rcprescnt concentrations of 
particular chemicals and therefore satisfy x, 2 0 for alt j. 
For this reason we wilt consider only soiutions of (31 ) which lit in the 
positive cone 51 defined as 
52 = {(x, ).... x,,) E P: x, > 0 for j = 1. 2 ,...) 17 ). 
For each [j> 1 let /I,) denote the open set 
n,: = ((x,: . . . . A-~,): p ‘p,g(u )-c.u, <fl’p/g(O) for i= I,...) I?), (34) 
where p, =(K,K~ . ..K-.)- ’ and w = [P’p,, g(O). Then D/j:i c 51 and it is easily 
shown that its boundary CD, is crossed inwards by every solution of (31) 
which mccls it. In particular, this implies that no periodic solution of (31) 
can meet Z/I,. Hence each set II,< includes cvcry periodic solution in SZ 
because II,< increases with a and tends to Si as ,!I --t $ \x. 
It is easily shown that (3 1) has only one critical point in $1. This is a: 
k = p,; ’ 4 col(p, , 02,...: f),,) where .t denotes the unique positive root of the 
equation 
I<, li2 ‘.. /i,,.i = g(i). (35) 
In what follows 1~ is said to bc unstable if re z > 0 for at least one eigcn- 
value z of the Jacobian matrix J(k) of (31) at k. The torus principle is used 
in [7] to show that if k is unstable then (31) has at least one closed trajec- 
tory in $2. However, the existence of a stable closed trajectory has oniy 
been proved rigorously for certain values of IC! ,..., K,, close to the first bifur- 
cation from k (set [24, p. 321). Some statements about this stability 
question in [lo, 1 1 ] are doubtful bccausc their proofs are incomplete. 
Let (;:r, 7: ,..., I:,) be the set of numbers {rcIr K, ,..., K,,) rearranged so 
that ‘i’; 6 ;!? < . . . C-1 --. I I,’ In order to prove the existence of a stabte closed 
trajectory in 5\‘ WC restrict 7, ,..., y,, when n 3 5 by the following hypotheses: 
(l-13). Either n = 3, 4 or n = 5 and 2(;?, + y4 i- ;I=,) > 3(yz + y3): 
(H4) n>S and h<]];‘=, j;!,-$(~z+;~~)I. 
A sufficient condition for (H4) is n> 5 and + (:,I? -- yL) > k’,“. The foilowing 
result will bc proved: 
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For the special case ,q( <) = (1 + I< 1”) ’ condilions for the stability and 
instability of k are discussed in [24, p. 213. For the symmetric cast IC, = 
7c2 = . . = I;,, = K it is shown that k is unstable if 
Hence Theorem 6 asserts the cxistcnce of an asymptotically orbitally stable 
closed trajectory in the following typical cases: 
n = 3: p = 9. K, = I<? = h’j = K < 0.3649; 
!I = 4, p = 5, K, =7iz =/i2 =1i,q =7<<0.4195; 
II = 5, p=3, K, = 7iz = Kj = 7i4 = Ii5 = K < 0.6239. 
However, Theorem 6 cannot be applied to the symmetric cast when II > 5 
because (H4) requires 1:; > 7:. 
Another application of Theorem 6 concerns a diffcrcntial equation of the 
form (3 I ) with n = 3 and 
g(jy)=rc,[l +cxp( -n-h(K; -7c:).z] I) (36) 
where rq h arc constants. This ~(0 satisfies (33) and (33) provided that 
h(~~ -- IC?) < 0. The cquntion arises from a neuronal model for studying 
neural networks (see [S] ). To bc physicaly relevant a solution (.X,(/J, x2( I), 
.~~(t)) must satisfy 0 d .x1( t) < 1. This holds for any periodic solution in the 
positive cone SZ because it lies wholly in D,, for every ,!I > 1. The torus prin- 
ciple was used by an der Heidcn [S] to prove the existence of at lcast one 
closed trajectory in 52 provided that IC, > 0. 1,~~ > K? > 0, and 
h< --[(Kx -K2)7CrY*(l --X*)]-‘(Kl ~-Ks)[K~K, +li,(K, -fK2 +I<;)]. 
(37) 
where x* = ~~rc,i and i satisfies (35) with n = 3. 
Until now it has not been known whether. under these conditions, $1 
contains a closed trajectory which is orbitally stable. Since (37) is the con- 
dition for the critical point k=p; ‘i col(p,, I)?, ,J?) to be unstable, 
Theorem 6 shows that if an dcr Heidcn’s conditions hold then the positive 
cone contains at least one asymptotically orbitally stable closed trajectory 
and no strange attractors. 
Procf of’ Thwwn 6. ‘I’o deduce this result from Theorem 3 it is suf- 
ficicnt to verify that (3 1) satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 3. In order 
to use Lemma 6 we rewrite (31 ) in the form (14) with 
-li, 0 0 ... u 
I -Kz 0 
. . 0 
0 ! -!< . 0 . . . . . . . . . . . 2. 
0 0 0 . I 
C= ((I,.... 0, I), a(<) = g(t) +$ /1<. A calculation shows that if GE R and 
~(r)==(r+~,)(z~j’?)...(-7+;!,,) then 
dct(zI -- (11 -t- &JC)-] = F(z) ci + ; h, (38) 
z(z)=qzz -A) ‘H=[F(?)++il] ‘. (39) 
We first prove that if (H3) or (H4) holds and L = l (;iz + ;,F~) then 
iP(iCL- -I.)+;/71 >p7, for all (1~ in R. (40’) 
For this it is sufficient to show that F(k-- ;.)I$ 4 where ,I is the open cir- 
cular disc in the complex plane which has as its diameter the segmcnr 
( h: 0) of the real axis. If y= 1 --;I,, I’= yj - E.. and s-;‘~ -i. then q, I’, 
.Y > 0 because ;‘, f ;‘- 6 . < ;:,,. Also r + s y = ;:, -t ;s.~ + ;‘? 3;. 2 0 when 
(1-13) holds and n=5. If (H3) holds then F(ic:~- i)$,1 because 
This vcriks (40) when (H3) holds. If (H4) holds then 
and therefore I;( ic:, E.) tf d for all real CO. This verities that (40) is valid 
when cithcr (I-13) or (H4) holds. 
The above argument shows that if ;‘, > ;*). then the inequality (40) 1s 
strict for all real (9. In that cast Rouchc’s theorem shows that the functions 
F(z) + + 12 and F(z) have the same number of Leros in the half-plane 
re z > --2.. Since -7:: --yz arc the only zeros of’ F(z) in this half-plant :t 
I‘ollows that #*(zj + i h has exactly two zeros with re z > ----2, provided thci 
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7, > j’z. However, it is clear from (40) that F(Z) + t/z never has any zeros 
on the line re z = --i. In the cast ;:3 =y2 the function F(Z)+ f/z therefore 
has exactly two zeros with re z > -I., by continuity. These roots are the 
eigcnvalues of A by (38). This shows that A satisfies the first hypothesis of 
Lemma 6. 
If (11 is real then (x(ic~> - iA) 1 <2/h, by (39) and (40). Then p(i.) 6 2/h, by 
(16). Since a(<) = ~(5) + +h<, we have 1 @‘(<)I <i h in (0, co). by (33). 
Since CD’(<) is continuous in (0, 0~‘) this gives 
where /I, p,,, H: are as in (34). This implies that a,(t) satisfies (I 5) with 
A<ih<p(j.) ’ and .~=I>,. It then follows from Lemma6 that (31) 
satisfies (Hl) with S = Da. Since this is true for each I> I WC can choose 
S= D; and D = /I*. Then D satisfies (H2). 
It only remains to verify that the cigenvalues of the Jacobian matrix ./(I<) 
satisfy (3). Since the Jacobian matrix of (14) is .1(x) = A + B@‘(<)C with 
5 = Cx, we have J(k) = A + B@‘(-<)C, where .? satisfies (35). With 
CJ = W(i), (38) gives 
det[zl-J(k)] = F(Z) - @(.<) + + h = F(z) - g’(i). (42) 
Since (40) holds and 1 @‘(.t) 1 <+ 12, Rouchss theorem shows that the 
functions F(Z) + 4 /r and F(Z) + i h - @‘(a) have the same number of zeros 
in the half-plant re z > -1.. Since we have already shown that F(Z) $- $ /z 
has exactly two zeros in this half-plane, it follows from (42) that J(k) has 
exactly two eigcnvalucs z with rc z > -i.. Its characteristic equation 
F(Z) = g’(a) has at least one root z with re z > 0 because the critical point k 
is unstable by hypothesis. This root is not real bccausc (33) gives 
~‘(2’) < 0 d F(z) for real z > 0. So J(k) has a conjugate pair of eigenvalues 
with re z> 0. Since all its other eigcnvalucs have re z < -jU, the critical 
point k satisfies (3). 
We have now verified that (31) satisfies all the hypotheses of Theorem 3. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 6. With further effort it is possible to 
rcplacc (H4) by the less restrictive inequality 
z2”h2 < fi [(2;,j -y2 -Y~)~ + (2y4 - ?I - i:J)2 tan’(n/(2(n - 3)))]. 
I=. I
This can be proved by replacing (41) by a more refined cstimatc. 
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